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Our mission is to develop solutions
for manufacturing processes with high
productivity and reliability, through the
integration of the most advanced available
technologies, as a leading Group on the
market.
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O.L.C.I. Engineering is a market
leader in the development,
design and implementation of
advanced production systems
for the Automotive Industry.

O.L.C.I. is part of EFORT W.F.C. Group, with a clear
mission: be the Technological Observatory of the
group.

OUR GROUP

The profound competence of O.L.C.I. staff represents a fundamental
resource for addressing the complexity of robotic automation,
the Internet of Things, Machine Learning and the new needs for
production flexibility.
The Research & Development of Efort W.F.C. Group passes
right through O.L.C.I., which guides its evolution as the Group’s
Technological Observatory.

2001

O.L.C.I. Engineering S.r.l.
(Italy)

2007

GME Aerospace Indústria de Material
Composto S.A.
(Brazil)

2015

O.L.C.I. Engineering India Pvt. Ltd.
(India)

2017

W.F.C. Holding S.p.A.
(Italy)

AUTOROBOT-STREFA Sp. z o.o.

1997

GME Ltda.

(Brazil)

The establishment of GME Ltda. in Curitiba, in the Paraná region, allows entry into the South American automotive market,
in response to the production needs of large automotive groups in the LATAM area.
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GME Aerospace Indústria de Material Composto S.A. appears on the South American aeronautical
market with the latest technologies for the production and the assembly of aircrafts components
for the main aeronautical companies.

The increasingly rapid growth of the automotive and rail market in the APAC region leads to the establishment of the
Indian branch to support Customers locally, throughout the entire supply process of the production means, from the
technological study to the commissioning at final Customer.

The ever-increasing requirements of the international industrial market and the need to achieve the
best possible synergies, by bringing together the skills of all the existing family companies, lead to the
establishment of the W.F.C. Group, subsequently acquired by Efort Intelligent Equipment Co. Ltd, a leading
company in the production of industrial robots and automation solutions, located in Wuhu, China.

The existing W.F.C. Group is expanded under the new corporate name of Efort W.F.C. Holding S.p.A. The Group
companies EFORT France S.a.s.u. (Systems Integration), CMA Robotics S.p.A., Italy, and CMA Roboter GmbH, Germany
(Robotics and Automation) join the Efort W.F.C. Group, giving further boost to the worldwide presence of our Group.
The business of the general industry becomes part of the O.L.C.I. Engineering S.r.l. service range.
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(Poland)

Established in Gliwice, in the south of Poland, Autorobot-Strefa Sp. z o.o. meets the need to independently
carry out the activities of mechanical processing, assembly, set up and final certification of production systems
for the automotive, rail and aeronautical industry.

Efort W.F.C. Holding S.p.A.
(Italy)
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CIMA S.r.l.

The first Company of our Group was founded in 1987. Main goal was to manufacture assembly and welding fixtures,
focusing on Customers’ quality requirements and final satisfaction.
Starting from that milestone, our Group has constantly grown, acquiring know-how and expanding product range and
technological expertise, to offer a solid and reliable partnership to our Customers worldwide.
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1987

O.L.C.I. Engineering S.r.l. was born, a center for technological development, project management and coordination of
the Group’s supply activities both in Italy and worldwide.

OUR MILESTONES

Listed in the Shanghai Stock Exchange Science and Technology
Innovation Board, also known as
since July 2020.
Undertake 30+ China National R&D projects
Own 100+ patents
Nominated as China National Engineering Center
in Intelligent Robot

EFORT W.F.C. Holding S.p.A

O.L.C.I
Engineering
India

Autorobot
Strefa

CMA Robotics
Italy

EFORT
France

CMA Roboter
Germany
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5000
Robots sales
Forecast on
Chinese Market
in 2022

O.L.C.I
Engineering
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145 M€
Group turnover
in 2020

GME
AEROSPACE

E

Founded in 2007,
Headquarter located
at Wuhu, China.

Automotive

Railway

Aerospace

General Industry

OUR VALUES

OUR TEAM
Stronger, together
O.L.C.I. excellence is the result of multiple
factors, but one of the fundamental keys
certainly is its efficient and innovative team
organization.
Through the interaction of different but
complementary skills, the O.L.C.I. Teams
can operate at 360° and follow extremely
complex projects from the beginning to the
end, providing full assistance and creating
tailor-made solutions for every need.

OUR QUALITY

LESSON LEARNED

Completely under control

After Sales, the O.L.C.I. way

The quality of the production processes
is fundamental for O.L.C.I. Attention to
quality covers all areas and all activities not
only at O.L.C.I., but in all the companies of
the Group.

O.L.C.I.’s innovative approach to the
market is also confirmed in the aftersale service, which goes far beyond the
conventional assistance service, being the
ideal prosecution of an efficient interaction
between Customer and Supplier.

To ensure the highest possible quality to
the Customer, O.L.C.I. has made the choice
not to outsource strategic skills for the
development of their projects, to be able
to monitor the entire production process
from early design phase to final installation
and commissioning at Customer’s plant.

TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS
Innovation at its finest
The ability to create turnkey production
systems for the Customer is one of the
fundamental characteristics of the Efort
W.F.C. Holding Group: O.L.C.I. supervises
and manages the projects, through
an accurate coordination of all Group
companies.
Thanks to the intergroup operational
synergies and the proven expertise of its
project teams, O.L.C.I. can undertake the
full responsibility for the projects acquired,
managing the entire workflow from design
to delivery of the turnkey system.

In fact, the O.L.C.I. after-sales service
begins with a detailed Project Review upon
end of the project, in which the two parties
analyse in a detailed and constructive way
the performed cooperation throughout the
whole project.

SUSTAINABILITY
A profound responsibility in
protecting the environment
today in order to have a future
tomorrow: it is the engine that
drives O.L.C.I. in all its activities.
Every year O.L.C.I. looks for new ways – in
agreement with its suppliers – to save more
energy, eliminate waste and reduce the
environmental impact.
Not only that: while O.L.C.I. undertakes
innovative ways to reduce its impact, it designs
and develops its customers’ systems with the
same philosophy. In this way, O.L.C.I. tries
to make its contribution to tackle climate
change, creating plants that minimize energy
consumption and direct gas emissions.

THE FUTURE IS TODAY

LOOKING FOR NEW WAYS
TO SAVE MORE ENERGY

RESPECT FOR
ETHICAL VALUES

RESPECT FOR THE PLANET’S
NATURAL RESOURCES

Better efficiency,
better quality
With the O.L.C.I. Engineering “CUBO”
standard framer, production lines with
innovative workflow and top quality levels
have been created for different models of
an international automotive luxury brand.
Main goal of the OEM was a flexible
production line to assemble inner
bodysides, underbody and car body
complete, with a variable production rate
of 6 to 11 jobs per hour, the possibility
to produce up to 4 models with at least 2
different platforms and the achievement
of the highest premium quality.

PRODUCTS
PROCESSES

Free Expression, High Productivity
O.L.C.I.’s process solution “Free Expression” allows
producing left and right doors in the same line,
with handling robots on one side and welding
robots on the opposite side of the line, achieving
total saturation of the cycle time without time
losses, except for 5 seconds rotation time of the
turntable with the geometry jigs.
Thanks to this process solution, our Customers
have lowered the robots quantity by 30% and
considerably reduced the total investment,
obtaining a production output of 124 doors (62
left and 62 right doors) every 60 minutes.

When tradition
meets future

The fast lane to future:
earlier, quicker, better

O.L.C.I.’s process solution for multimodel
production is based on the use of AGV’s to handle
both the fixtures for the different models and the
logistic part racks, while production is running.

Car makers are changing their way of working:
investments need to be reduced, equipment
efficiency must be higher, implementation of more
and more models in the same production system
is a must and quality is the key.

The positive consequence is a reduction of the
initial structural investment, the possibility to
expand the model range without restrictions and
the zero-loss launch of all future models.

The sooner OEM’s start cooperating with the
line builders, the better they can reach the goal
of matching product and process in the early
engineering stage, thus resulting in more efficient
and innovative production systems.
This is the meaning of the Simultaneous
Engineering, one of the key activities of O.L.C.I.
Engineering.
Some of the S.E. projects we have performed
until today were focussed on entire factories, for
which we have analysed and simulated the whole
process chain, including production equipment,
conveyor systems, material flow and logistics. In
most cases we have also written the technical
specifications for the OEM’s bidding process.
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O.L.C.I. Engineering: a market leader in the
development, design and implementation
of advanced production systems for the
Automotive Industry

